Abstract. Emotional ambiguity, when more than one emotion appears present at a given time, or several emotions are superimposed, is common in human interaction and effects such as irony can be intentionally created through a mismatch of such emotional signals. High quality emotional speech synthesis offers a means for testing the effect of combining differences in vocal emotion, facial expression and text content in a virtual agent. In this paper we combine high quality emotional speech synthesis with a video rendered non-naturalistic virtual agent. Vocal emotion and text content combined to increase or decrease the emotional valence (positivity) of an utterance, while emotional facial expressions did not affect valence, but interacted with vocal emotion altering emotional activation in the lax and stressed vocal condition.
Introduction
In this work we address the challenges of synthesising and evaluating cross-modal emotional ambiguity in virtual agents by:
1. Evaluating utterances using a parametric activation/evaluation space [1] [2] [3] ( Figure 1a ). This allows the evaluation of magnitude across two dimensions, activation -how active or passive a subject rates an utterance, evaluationhow positive or negative a subject rates an utterance. The experiment was carried out online using 12 native English speakers. 2. Combining three modalities: Textual content, emotional speech synthesis based on stressed/lax voice quality changes [4] [5] [6] [7] and synthesised angry/neutral/happy facial expressions using a non-naturalistic animated head [8] ( Figure 2), and evaluating the interactions between them.
Our research questions are as follows: 
Discussion
Results show that we can merge speech style and text content to create a different perception of the emotion in a message wich is additive in the evaluation dimension. In contrast, facial expression had no significant effect on valence. Instead it interacted in a complex way with voice quality, significantly affecting activation when it mismatched the underlying voice quality. A mismatch between text content and voice quality does make the emotion more ambiguous (closer to the centre point of the activation/evaluation space). In addition, the happy facial expression causes an increase in activation for the lax condition but a decrease for the stressed condition 34 .
